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The Alfari

The Alfari are a lost civilisation. Over a thousand years have passed since Coluache and Hfalnjir led 
their rebellion that saw the Ascendancy toppled and the younger races freed from the terrible yoke 
of Alfari rulership. No mortal alive remembers what they once were before their tyranny began, of 
how their love of beauty and grace led them to discover an immortal race of angelic beings, who’s 
beauty matched their own yet were evil incarnate. No one remembers how their hubris with sorcery 
and mysticism led them to ignore the warning signs of corruption, blinded as they were by the 
visual gratification of their new found allies. No one remembers how the Alfari culture became 
entwined with the demonic host that tricked and fed off the Alfari vice for beauty over substance. 
Everyone remembers the resultant warfare and slavery that followed. Everyone remembers the cruel 
masters, augmented by demonic pacts and ‘alliances’ that turned a once peaceful and nature loving 
people into sadistic torturers and disconnected beings. Their fate sealed, it was the people of Karth 
who paid the terrible price of the Alfari betrayal. The Alfari Ascendancy dominated the lands for 
countless generations. Ancient, ageless sorcerers kept young and beautiful by infernal magic were 
puppets to their demon benefactors, who lived vicariously through their hosts. The cities of the 
Alfari were alien and majestic, streets had gutters designed to transport blood to repositories from 
sacrificial alters to waiting blood demons, who used their power to manifest structures of great and 
terrible grace.
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When the fall came, the demons that gave the Alfari their power asked a price not even the Alfari 
were willing to pay. Unable to control the maddening horde of barbarians who had risen up 
indefiance, the Ascendancy was torn asunder, and the demons that fuelled the civilisation 
abandoned their puppets.

It  was generations before the damage done to the young people was made fully evident. Whole  
civilisations wiped out, the defiant destroyed and the meek warped into servitors for the Ascendancy 
overlords. No culture that had bent its knee to the Alfari was spared the horrors of that era. To this 
day there are many creatures that hunt and kill  in Karth who owe their horrid forms to Alfari 
experimentation and mutations. The oldest writings of the Karthi people tell of playful, curious and 
childlike blue skinned people who plied the rivers for trade and baubles,  which bear a striking 
resemblance to the goblinoid Skiliens. Orcs are thought to be the remnants of an industrious race of 
lesser, elf-like people who may have once been cousins to the Alfari. The Ogres that plague the  
mountain ranges could have been the disappeared giant peoples that were once close allies of the 
Bolfi.

Many  are  the  scars  left  by  the  Alfari  Ascendancy,  wounds  that  may  never  heal.  Every  few 
generations a Diabolist of power would attempt to unite the scattered tribes and covens of Alfari 
savages, to drive the civilised folk from their homes, laying waste to the countryside. These forays  
have met mixed success and for the most part are given the full attention of the watchful Karthi  
guardians who still  remember the horrors of yesteryear.  Their dependency and association with 
demons have left a permanent mark on their psyches, and many practice ritual scarification and 
self-mutilation to appease the dark gods they serve.  Modern Alfari  are horrid shadows of their 
former grandeur, savage tribal people with little regard for the sanctity of life.  Every so often, a 
babe is rescued from the tribes, or stolen and sold into slavery. These fortunate children grow up 
having never known the cruelty of their kind, and have a chance to grow into civilised beings free 
of the moral corruption and depravity their people are renowned for.

The Empire has made it a priority to search out ruins and information on the Ascendancy, but to 
what end is unknown. Does the aging Emperor seek a cure for his mortality, or do they wish to  
avoid the fate of another empire? Is it power for power’s sake they crave?
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Religion
The modern Alfari worship various demons, weaker creatures clinging to a vain hope that the Alfari  
will rise again one day to wreak havoc once more. As a result,  the Spheres available tend to be 
focused on destruction and pain, and can vary depending on which demon is posing as a god. Below 
is an example of common a Alfari Witch and some of the Spells she would normally use on foes.

Spheres: Curse, Life, Protection
Sp1 Sp2 Effect Mods
Curse Life 1 Target Intx2 sq away cannot heal or regain  3

Cards to their Hand for INT x Rounds.
Curse Life 2 Targets INT sq away lose 2 cards from their  3

Hand and may not replenish them for INT in Rnds
Curse Prot 1 target INT x 2 sq loses -2 Def. Total  3

for INT in Rnds
Life Prot Self targeted or 1 touched, lasts INT in Mins  3

When cast draw 3 cards from Pool; each Heart
 soaks 1 dam. Spell ends when no more soak points
remain or duration expires.

Alfari Savage, Expertise 1, Cunning
Mook, Medium Alfari
Power 2  Intelligence 1 Cunning 3 Hand 1
Skills: Archery 1, Survival 1, Polearms 1
Talents: Agile
Attacks: Hunting bow (4) 4/S [Rng 12/3], Short Spear (3) 6/M [+1 Effect x2, may be set vs.

charge]
Defences: Short Spear (3) 6/M [+1 Effect]
Special:
May add cunning to any one Reflex based Skill check once per day. They stand almost as tall as  
humans, but with ritual scarification and self-mutilation all over their bodies. Wears war paint and 
a drug they use as a stimulant stains their eyes black. They will kill and eat groups of humans who 
stray too close to their hunting grounds.

Alfari Diabolist, Expertise 2, Power
NPC, Medium Alfari
Power 3 Intelligence 2 Cunning 2 Hand 5
Skills: Animism 1 Close Combat 2 Knowledge (Demonology) 2, Intimidate 2
Talents: Agile, Animism Training (Demon)
Attacks: Ritual Knife (3) 1/T [-1 Effect all cards, Rng 3/3], Claws (4) 3/M [+1 Effect]
Defences: Knife (3) 1/T [-1 Effect all cards], Claws (4) 3/M [-1 Effect]
Special: Breath Weapon
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This Alfari has perverted the use of Animism to strike a deal with a demon and assumed some of its 
aspects. His features are even more twisted and demonic than a regular Alfari Savage, with glowing 
red eyes. He gains Claws and a Breath Attack. His breath attack is a cone of fire 3 sq. long and 3 sq. 
wide at its end. It is a Magnitude 3 attack using Power + Animism. It may be used once an hour. His 
demonic visage also gives him a +3 bonus to Intimidate Skill checks. He may also add his Cunning to 
any one Reflex based Skill check once per day

Alfari Witch, Expertise 3, Intelligence
NPC, Medium Alfari
Power 2 Intelligence 3 Cunning 3  Hand 6
Skills: Benedictions 3, Intimidation 3, Knowledge (Arcane, Demonology) 2, Polearms 2
Talents: Agile, Divine Connection (3 Mods; Curse, Life, Protection)
Attack: Spear (3) 6/m, +1 to 2effects
Defence: Spear (3) 6/m, +1 to 2 effects
Special: Divine Connection (3 Mods), Gaze Attack
By merely looking into someone’s eyes an Alfari Witch makes people lose their stepping and their  
mind for a brief moment. To activate the gaze, the Witch takes an Action and an opposed Cunning 
Skill check versus the opponent’s Intelligence. If gaze attack works the player discards all the cards 
in their hand and is not allowed to replace them until line of sight is broken.  As long the Alfari  
Witch is in line of site that player can only play cards from the Pool. The Witch may affect only 1 
target at a time with this attack. Once the gaze effect is removed, the character must wait until the  
end of the round before replenishing their Hand, and is immune to the attack for 1 hour. The Witch 
may also add their Cunning to any one Reflex based Skill check once per day.

Alfari Demonologist, Expertise 3, Intelligence
Major Character, Medium Alfari
Power 1 Intelligence 4  Cunning 2 Hand 11
Skills:  Close Combat 2, Craft (Artifice) 2, Knowledge (Demonology, Arcane) 3, Sorcery 3
Talents: Agile, Sorcery 2 (Fire, Air, 5 mods), Inspire 1, Powerful Mind 1
Attack: Dagger (4) 3/S [+1 Effect]
Defence: Dagger (4) 3/S [-1 Effect x2], Leather Jerkin [+1 Effect to lowest Trump]
Special: Sorcery (Fire, Air, 5 Modifications)
This nefarious being is usually a central figure of a tribe, second only to the chieftain. Their vast  
power sometimes allows them possess more control over the tribe than a chieftain, and so they are  
often feared individuals. They tend to use their Fire and Air mastery to create waves of heated air,  
bestowing  Weakness and burning foes.  Their  spells  are rarely  subtle,  having been taught  their 
Sorcery by demons, and they share a love of destruction with their tutors. Agile also allows him to 
add their Cunning to any one Reflex based Skill check once per day.
Alfari Chieftain, Expertise 3, Power
Major Character, Medium Alfari
Power 4 Intelligence 2 Cunning 3 Hand 11
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Skills: Polearms 3, Archery 3, Animism 3, Athletics 3, Acrobatics 3, Intimidate 2,
              Survival 2, Grapple 2, Unarmed 3, Light Armour 3
Talents: Agile, Animism (Demons), Bleeding Cut 2, Follow-Through
Attack: Short Spear (7) 6/M [+1 Effect x2], Claws (7) 3/M [+1 Effect]
Defence: Short Spear (7) 6/M [+1 Effect], Claws (7) 3/M [-1 Effect], Leather Hauberk [+1
                    Effect]
Special: Breath Weapon
The Chieftain is the head of a tribe or settlement, and is usually the strongest warrior. Augmented by 
demonic gifts,  he gains +4 Total to Intimidate checks, and has Claws. He also may use a breath 
weapon attack once per hour, which is a cone of fire 4 sq. long and 4 sq wide at its end. It is a  
Magnitude 4 attack using Power + Animism. The Chieftain may also add their Cunning to any one 
Reflex based Skill check once per day.
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